How to Join an Online Workshop
You can join an online workshop simply by using your pc, laptop, tablet, notebook, Mac,
or iPad. In most cases these come equipped with a camera and a microphone. However,
the latter two items may not be required for the workshop of your choice if you only want
to watch and not actively get involved.
Before joining an online workshop you best install the free ZOOM software. Depending on your
hardware you should select the appropriate software to suit your operating system.
You can start your download here.
You only have to enter your regular e-mail address and a new password. You should use the same
address when registering for a workshop.
Once you have installed ZOOM you can test your hardware. Click on your account settings and go
to video.

Now you are all set to participate in an online workshop. Next choose a workshop an and follow the
registration advice.
About 15 minutes before your chosen workshop is due to commence you will receive an e-mail
with the access data you need to join the course. Simply click on the link in the e-mail and you will
be taken to your workshop immediately. In the rare cases where this does not work you will have to
make use of the workshop´s ID and password codes which come with the same e-mail. You will
then see all other participants who have switched on their cameras

If you want to participate using your camera and microphone you will have to switch them
on. You will find the settings in the bottom left hand corner of the ZOOM screen. Next to
the microphone icon you can click on the ˄ mark. Now you can test your speaker
(headphones) and microphone.

Next to the camera icon the ˄ mark will open the window shown above on the right. Here you can
select your internal or external camera.
When there is a red line through the microphone and / or video icons the will be switched off and
nobody will be able to see or hear you. Clicking on the icon will switch the camera and / or
microphone on or off.
When the camera is on you will also be able to see yourself.
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Clicking on Chat will allow you to enter text messages to communicate with your host or everybody
else or individual participants without a microphone.

You will find additional options at the top right hand corner of the black ZOOM screen.
You can choose between the gallery view and the speaker view. The gallery view will
show all the participants who have activated their cameras. Double click on any of those
thumb nails and you will enlarge the corresponding image also keeping it permanently on
your screen. This is particularly useful when you want to concentrate on your host.
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Required Equipment
You can join an online workshop simply by using your pc, laptop, tablet, notebook, Mac,
or iPad. In most cases these come equipped with a camera and a microphone. However,
the latter two items may not be required for the workshop of your choice if you only want
to watch and not actively get involved.
We recommend to use headphones, speakers or headsets for the best audio experience.
You can connect your own tv set to your pc, Mac or notebook workstation via a HDMI cable to give
you a larger picture.

Accessories

in-ear headphones

or headphones or headsets

Optional
If your existing equipment does not have a camera you may want to buy a web cam which you
would need to be able to participate actively in a workshop and have Herdin advise you on your
results.
There are a number of suitable web cams available. Some even come
with a microphone and tripod.
You would direct the camera at your work on your easel so that Herdin
can see what you are doing and perhaps suggest improvements.
If you are working with a camera built into your workstation you would
simply hold up your work to the camera from time to time for appraisal.

web cam with tripod

typical arrangement when using a separate web cam
The photo represents a typical arrangement using a laptop next to your easel showing your tutor.
You would listen to Herdin using in-ear headphones, headphones, or bluetooth headphones if you
want to avoid cables impeding your movements. The camera would be placed on a tripod while
being directed at the canvas on your easel. This will enable Herdin to give you advice as if he was
sitting next to you.
Optional devices connect to your workstation via cables supplied with the accessories.

stereo jack for headphones

USB plug for web cam

TV HDMI cable

Recommended
We suggest you have your canvas or panel ready and primed before joining the workshop. Get
your paints, your palette, a cloth to wipe your brushes, and the brushes ready. You can then join
your workshop and start work without encountering any delays.
Also make sure that your canvas is well lit, so that Herdin can advise you properly about your work.
If you do not have a camera you can also take photos of your work with your smartphone and post
it to Herdin during the workshop.

List of Materials
easel (e.g. table easel)
selection of 12-15 colours – oils or acrylics
4-5 synthetic brushes (not too hard): No 2 round, 2 flat, 6 flat, 8 flat and perhaps 10 flat
medium, primer, brush cleaning agent, canvas or panel (size depends on subject)

